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Abstract.
For certain embedding problems G -> G ~ Gal(Z.|AT) associated to a representation t : G -> Aut A of the group G by automorphisms of a central simple .^-algebra A of dimension n , we prove that the solutions are the fields L((rN{z)) '"),with r running over K*/K*n and N(z) the reduced norm of an invertible element z in the algebra B <g> L , for B the twisted algebra of A by t.
In a previous paper [1] , we explicitly solved embedding problems associated with orthogonal Galois representations. Our method exploited the relationship between the solutions of such embedding problems with Clifford algebras and spin norms. In the present work, our aim is to generalize this relationship to the case of embedding problems given by a representation of a Galois group by automorphisms of a central simple algebra (cf. [2, §10] ).
For K a field of characteristic not dividing a given integer n and containing the group ßn of n-roots of unity, we consider a finite Galois extension L\K with Galois group G. Unless here noted, we use the notations in [2, §10] .
We are interested in embedding problems G -» G ~ Gal(L\K), where G is an n-covering of the group G obtained in the following way. (2) f(xa)vif(xy=f(el).
From (1) and (2) Now, applying the reduced norm of BL to za = bnf(xa)~lz , we obtain (4) N(z)° = b"N(z).
From relations (3) and (4), it follows that L((N(z)) '") is a solution to the embedding problem.
Remark. In the case that the number n is prime and the extension 1 -» fiH -* G -» G -> 1 does not split, all solutions to the considered embedding problem are proper.
